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Abstract

Purpose – Social robots increasingly adopt service roles in the marketplace. While service research is beginning to unravel the implications for theory and practice, other scientific disciplines have amassed a wealth of empirical data of robots assuming such service roles. The purpose of this paper is to synthesize these findings from a role theory perspective with the aim of advancing role theory for human–robot service interaction (HRSI).

Design/methodology/approach – A systematic review of more than 10,000 articles revealed 149 empirical HRSI-related papers across scientific disciplines. The respective articles are analyzed employing qualitative content analysis through the lens of role theory.

Findings – This review develops an organizing structure of the HRSI literature across disciplines, delineates implications for role theory development in the age of social robots, and advances robotic role theory by providing an overarching framework and corresponding propositions. Finally, this review introduces avenues for future research.

Originality/value – This study pioneers a comprehensive review of empirical HRSI literature across disciplines adopting the lens of role theory. The study structures the body of HRSI literature, adapts traditional and derives novel propositions for role theory (i.e. robotic role theory), and delineates promising future research opportunities.
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Introduction
Assuming various manifestations and functions, social robots growingly continue to take on service roles at the organizational frontline (Lu et al., 2020; Wirtz et al., 2018). They serve and seat restaurant customers in Korea (Park, 2020a), greet and direct visitors in hospitals in France (Bayern, 2020), and offer concierge services in hotel chains like Hilton in the US (Mills, 2018). This integration of robots into the marketplace transforms service interactions, for consumers and employees alike. Embodied social robots represent perhaps the most dramatic alterations to face-to-face service interactions (Mende et al., 2019), challenging some fundamental principles of service and with it the roles and role interplay in service encounters (Lariviére et al., 2017; Solomon et al., 1985; Subramony et al., 2018).

While the burgeoning interest in the implications of adopting social robots in service roles is reflected in a surge of predominantly conceptual reflections and future research agendas in the service field (Caić et al., 2019; Lariviére et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2020; van Pinxteren et al., 2020; Xiao and Kumar, 2021), empirical insights remain in a nascent stage. Calls to unravel success drivers for integrating social robots in various roles into the organizational frontline are repeatedly echoed as a chief research priority (Schepers and van der Borgh, 2020; Wirtz et al., 2018). Some early efforts in the field attempting to fill this void explore consumer interactions with social robots in general (e.g. Mende et al., 2019) or in specific service domains, such as elderly care (Caić et al., 2019) and hospitality (Belanche et al., 2020). While such studies provide valuable insights, they only shine a sole spotlight in a dark universe on specific aspects of social robot role performance in a service context.

At the same time, other disciplines have already produced rich knowledge about human–robot interaction (HRI) in both neighboring and distant fields, reflecting insights from communication studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2019), information systems (e.g. Inbar and Meyer, 2019), robotics (e.g. Pinillos et al., 2016), neuroscience (e.g. Kory Westlund et al., 2017), and social psychology (e.g. Kiesler et al., 2008). These varied empirical studies address different types of social robots in a variety of service roles, such that they might hold general implications for service encounter theory development and management across service settings.

A promising way to integrate this multidisciplinary wealth of research findings is provided by one of the longstanding accounts of service research: role theory. Role theory has been applied to explain behavior, mechanisms, and outcomes of service interactions between (human) social actors for over three decades (Biddle, 1986; Henkel et al., 2017; Schepers and van der Borgh, 2020). Also the more recent work on service robots has witnessed an appreciation of role theory as a guiding principle to develop conceptual frameworks of service interactions between humans and robots, including service robot acceptance (Stock and Merkle, 2017; Wirtz et al., 2018), the changing roles of service actors (Lariviére et al., 2017), and a typology of transformative robot roles (Henkel et al., 2020). Role theory thus seems to provide an intuitive basis to also explain service interactions between human and robotic social actors. Its reliance on general principles across service settings and role performers provides an elegant alternative to treating each service encounter as a unique experience (cf. Solomon et al., 1985). Yet, beside an identified need (Schepers and van der Borgh, 2020), no attempts have been undertaken to apply a role theory lens to integrate empirical findings from HRI in service settings, let alone to analyze these interactions to inform role theory on the transition to the age of social robots in service (for a comprehensive overview of systematic reviews on consumer interactions with service robots, see Online Appendix 1).

Therefore, the core objective of the underlying paper is to conduct a comprehensive review of studies investigating HRI from a role theory perspective across scientific disciplines in accordance with two central research questions: (1) How can the scattered literature on HRI in a service context be structured and synthesized from a role theory perspective? (2) How can this synthesis serve as a baseline to develop role theory for the age of social robots in service (i.e. robotic role theory)?
To this end, we seek to make four key contributions. First, we extend the boundaries of the field, and synthesize extant literature on HRI in service settings across scientific disciplines from a role theory perspective. Second, via content analysis, we identify themes related to role theory within our data and propose a structure of the human–robot service interaction (HRSI) literature. Third, based on our synthesis, we adapt and extend seminal service encounter theory and translate the propositions of role theory by Solomon et al. (1985) to the case of consumers interacting with robotic social actors. Integrating our findings, we develop a framework of robotic role theory. Fourth, we pinpoint critical research needs based on our analysis.

Theoretical and conceptual background

Role theory

Role theory describes a mid-range theory which can be leveraged to explain behavior, mechanisms, and outcomes of dyadic, people-based service interactions of social actors (Biddle, 1986; Mead, 1934; Solomon et al., 1985). It encompasses three key elements: (1) role enactment or behavior, (2) role expectations, and (3) role congruence that together result in six propositions (Biddle, 1986; Solomon et al., 1985). (1) Role enactment describes all behaviors displayed by a social actor in a joint role play. The appropriateness of an enacted behavior in a service encounter is determined by others in the social structure (e.g. consumers) and the context (e.g. luxury vs. budget segment). An actor’s role enactment is thus interdependent with their counterpart’s role enactment. (2) To show the appropriate behavior, it is crucial that actors can emphasize and take on their counterpart’s perspective to derive relevant role expectations. Role expectations are defined as a set of expected behaviors of an actor in a certain role (Mead, 1934). Based on expectations, over time individuals form an internal role set which consists of a range of different role-related behaviors they enact themselves and they expect from their counterparts (Solomon et al., 1985). (3) If role expectations are clear and roles are enacted accordingly by both actors, role congruence emerges (Solomon et al., 1985; Biddle, 1986). For example, in a service context, satisfaction with the encounter is a function of the congruence between perceived and expected role enactment of both role players (Solomon et al., 1985). Role congruence includes two dimensions: intra- and inter-role congruence. The former describes a clarity of actors that they know what others expect from them in their role enactment. The latter refers to the extent of agreement both actors share concerning the appropriateness of role enactment in joint play (Solomon et al., 1985).

Human–robot service interaction

Our focus for this review lies on interactions between embodied, autonomous social robots and consumers in a service setting which we refer to as HRSI. Service literature defines service robots as “system-based autonomous and adaptable interfaces that interact, communicate and deliver service to an organization’s customers” (Wirtz et al., 2018, p. 909). Since the current review seeks to integrate empirical findings of physical HRSI, we adopt a more narrow definition, in line with research in robotics, according to which robots must be embodied and able to move autonomously (Guizzo, 2020). In reference to social robots in service settings, we include only embodied, autonomous, social robots that can act as role players (i.e. display social behavior) with a human counterpart.

Since social robots can offer verbal and non-verbal human-like cues to express emotions and intentions (Breazeal, 2003), they can theoretically take on service roles and be effectively integrated into the organizational frontline, as robotic complements or substitutes for frontline service employees (Huang and Rust, 2018). Through the mental schemas they evoke, humans perceive them as social peers and interaction partners (Fong et al., 2003; Qiu et al., 2020). However, despite their resemblance with humans, social robots are still machines that
are distinct also with respect to their problem-solving creativity (Wirtz et al., 2018), machine
agency (Novak and Hoffman, 2019), and capacity for social and emotional intelligence (Huang
and Rust, 2018; Wirtz et al., 2018).

Method
In order to synthesize HRSI literature, we conducted a narrative systematic literature review
which we depict in Figure 1 (Siddaway et al., 2019). This approach ensures a comprehensive and
unbiased selection, paired with a critical analysis and synthesis of extant research (Jesson et al.,
2011). It is particularly well suited for the literature on HRSI, which spans diverse disciplines,
methodological approaches, and theoretical concepts (Siddaway et al., 2019).

Systematic search and data extraction
Search process. In a first step, we turned to the Web of Science (WOS) database, as it includes
the main corpus of HRI research in diverse scientific fields published in peer-reviewed journals
(Antons and Breidbach, 2018). The scope of this systematic review encompasses only empirical
studies of human interactions with embodied social robots, which are suitable for adopting
roles at the organizational frontline. With this goal in mind, we drafted Boolean phrases based
on the authors’ knowledge of the literature and a preliminary, non-systematic literature search
aimed at extracting additional keywords. Eventually, we adopted a highly cautious and
conservative approach and included all articles studying robots in a social (e.g. “social robot,”
“assistive robot”) or service context (“service robot,” “care robot”) across disciplines as well as
all robot-related articles in fields that are core or adjacent to service (i.e. business, management,
or psychology) in line with Blaurock et al. (2022). Figure 1 depicts the detailed Boolean formula.

Screening and data extraction. In the first screening round we excluded WOS categories
outside of our research scope (e.g. plant sciences, nuclear physics). Next, two independent
coders assessed the title and, if needed, abstract of the remaining 10,054 articles to determine
their fit with our research scope (Calabrò et al., 2019). Inconsistencies were subject to
additional screening by a third coder. We then consulted the full texts of all remaining articles
(n = 1,517) and screened out all studies that could directly feed our research questions:
empirical evidence of human behavioral or psychological outcomes resulting from direct or
scenario-based interactions with embodied social robots (see Online Appendix 2 for inclusion/
exclusion criteria and quality measures; cf. Blaurock et al., 2022). We updated the data in
January 2021 following the same steps and finally, we extracted all articles that investigated
robots enacting service-related roles (n = 148). We validated the completeness of our dataset
by cross-checking it with existing HRI reviews and the literature review sections of empirical
HRI articles published in service journals (see Figure 1). We identified one additional article to
adopt in our final dataset (n = 149 articles).

Qualitative content analysis
To gain detailed insights into the HRSI literature, we analyzed the content of the articles in the
final dataset (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). First, we extracted and coded several dimensions,
including research objective, methodology, theoretical framework, robot model and type,
robot service role, variables studied, and main results. Next, through the lens of role theory,
we coded role-related elements pertaining to each article and identified emerging themes.
These included both adaptations of traditional role theory elements resulting from a
translation of the latter to an HRSI context and new themes that emerged from novel elements
in HRSI versus traditional service interactions. All codes were checked by a separate coder
from the author team and any inconsistencies were resolved by consensus.
Figure 1. Systematic research process

Note(s): a We conducted the first search in May 2019 and updated the data in January 2021. Both searches combined revealed a total of 17,927 (12,442 + 5,485) articles; b Inter coder reliability score of initial screening $F = 0.922$ exceeds suggested threshold of 0.70 (Rust and Cool, 1994); c see Online Appendix 2; d We cross-checked our final dataset against all HRSI literature reviews in the field of services management/marketing published before 2022 (see Online Appendix 1), and the literature backgrounds of all other six HRSI-related studies published in service journals which we identified through our review (1 Belanche et al. (2020); (2) Čačić et al. (2018); (3) Choi et al. (2020); (4) McLeay et al. (2020); (5) Mende et al. (2020); (6) van Pinnxeter et al. (2019); Boolean formula and selection & coding c.f. Blaurock et al. (2022).
A structure of the HRSI literature through a role theory lens

Our final dataset includes a total of 149 articles published in 69 different journals between 2007 and 2020. In accordance with standing HRSI reviews (Blaurock et al., 2022; De Keyser and Kunz, 2022), we find that the number of publications shows a steep growth over time with 47 (31%) publications in 2020 alone which speaks for the topicality of research on HRSI. Most studies rely on quantitative methods (111; 75%) versus qualitative approaches (21; 14%), while the remaining papers leverage a mixed methods approach (17; 11%). Moreover, we find that social robots in HRSI literature take on a variety of frontline service roles such as medical assistant (e.g. Lee et al., 2017), tutor (e.g. Serholt, 2018), and concierge (e.g. Shin and Jeong, 2020).

We also note that the majority of theories used are robot-centric such as robot acceptance (e.g. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology; Venkatesh et al., 2003) or perceptions of robot appearance and behavior (e.g. Uncanny Valley Theory; Mori et al., 2012; Computers are Social Actors Paradigm, Nass et al., 1994). While we identify some studies that use robots as a new context to test a wide variety of theories that originally explained human interactions (e.g. Theory of Planned Behavior; Ajzen, 1991; Attribution Theory; Weiner, 1982), none of the 149 included articles rely on role theory or any theory that explicitly addresses the interactive element of service encounters.

While empirical research remains short of applying role theory to explain HRSI-related phenomena, all articles in our final dataset implicitly contain information on the role play of robots and humans in service interactions. The findings can therefore still inform role theory development in the age of social robots in service. Synthesizing and structuring the data from a role theory perspective, we identified seven themes which reflect study foci that we find in our data as depicted in Table 1. We identify five themes with a focus on either one of the focal actors in HRSI (i.e. three themes that cluster around robots, and two themes around consumers), and two themes that relate to studies in which not actors are at focus but rather the outcome or the context of their joint role play. For each theme, we also present the respective implications on how, when, and where to effectively integrate social robots in service. Finally, we indicate their relevance for advancing the six original propositions of role theory (Solomon et al., 1985) and informing the development of propositions for HRSI. An allocation of articles to the identified role theory theme(s) and the theory bases used in the respective studies is presented in the Online Appendix 3.

**Robot**

We cluster all studies under **robot** as focal actor which are related to consumer evaluations of robots taking on service roles and identify three themes: (1) **robot role interface**, (2) **robot role enactment**, and (3) **robot role suitability**.

**Robot role interface.** Studies under this theme analyze consumer evaluations of a robot’s appearance, including the effects of a robot’s morphology (e.g. android vs. machine-like; Vlachos et al., 2016, or humanoid vs. machine-like face display; Broadbent et al., 2013), or perceived robotic form realism (Paauwe et al., 2015) on consumer outcomes. Findings in this theme inform service scholars and practitioners on how consumers evaluate specific robotic appearances and what hardware design and robot type to deploy for which service role.

**Robot role enactment.** HRSI studies under this theme focus on consumer evaluations of robots enacting various behaviors within their role as frontline employees, including consumer perceptions of a robot’s politeness (e.g. Lee et al., 2017), emotion expression (e.g. Johnson et al., 2016), and personality (e.g. Meerbeek et al., 2008). Results inform researchers and service managers on how consumers evaluate specific robotic role enactment and give implications on robot software design and deployment measures.

**Robot role suitability.** This theme includes studies that focus on consumer evaluations of a robot’s suitability to enact a specific service role. In so doing, research under this theme
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Role play theme</th>
<th>Research objective and example studies</th>
<th>Implications for service researchers and service managers</th>
<th>Informs proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Robot | Role interface | Studies that focus on consumer evaluations of robot role interfaces taking on various service provider roles  
- Analysis of how a robot’s appearance affects consumer perceptions of the robot’s mind, personality, and eeriness (Broadbent et al., 2013)  
- Analysis of consumers’ preferences for various features of robot appearance in HRSI (Paauwe et al., 2015) | Understanding of how consumers evaluate specific robotic appearances (i.e. role interface) offers implications on robot hardware design (i.e. morphology) and their suitability to take on specific service roles | 1, 2 |
| Role enactment | Studies that focus on consumer evaluations of robots enacting various specific behaviors within their role as a service provider  
- Analysis of the effect of multimodal behavioral patterns (i.e. combinations of gestures, eye LED patterns, and verbal expressions) on social robots’ entertainment value in HRSI (Johnson et al., 2016)  
- Analysis of the effect of a robot’s politeness behavior in a healthcare role on consumer compliance (Lee et al., 2017) | Understanding of how consumers evaluate specific robotic role behavior provides implications on robot software design (i.e. behavioral functionalities) | 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 |
| Role suitability | Studies that focus on understanding the needs, concerns, performance expectations, and deployment preferences consumers have when interacting with robots taking on a service provider role  
- Analysis of older adults’ expectations and needs in interaction with robots for personal care (Čač et al., 2018)  
- Analysis of health workers’ and patients’ concerns about the deployment of service robots in professional care facilities for different tasks (Tuisku et al., 2019) | Understanding consumers’ needs, concerns, performance expectations, and deployment preferences for robots taking on service roles enables stakeholders to make informed decisions on how and when to implement robots in service settings | 2, 5, 6 |

Table 1. Thematic structure of the HRSI literature from a role theory perspective
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study focus</th>
<th>Role play theme</th>
<th>Research objective and example studies</th>
<th>Implications for service researchers and service managers</th>
<th>Informs proposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Individual factors</td>
<td>Role enactment</td>
<td>Studies that focus on individual factors affecting consumers’ role enactment as well as consumers’ evaluation of robots’ role enactment and interface in service provider roles</td>
<td>Understanding consumer idiosyncrasies informs stakeholders on when and where to deploy robots and how to market and personalize robotic services according to consumers’ individual characteristics</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how individual attitudes towards robots (Stafford et al., 2014) or trust (Park, 2020b) affect consumers’ robot evaluation and intentions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of the effects of gender (Gallimore et al., 2019) or cultural background (Choi et al., 2021) on consumers’ robot evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role behavior</td>
<td>Role enactment</td>
<td>Studies that focus on exploring consumer behavior in response to interacting with a robot taking on a service provider role</td>
<td>Understanding consumer role behavior when confronted with robots can inform robot design to sense relevant human social behavioral cues</td>
<td>1, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how children behave towards a robot tutor in a learning interaction (Oh and Kim, 2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how consumers and employees interact with and respond to a robot deployed in a hospitality context (Mingotto et al., 2021)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role performance outcomes</td>
<td>Role enactment</td>
<td>Studies that focus on global outcomes of joint role play of robots and consumers in HRSI.</td>
<td>Understanding outcomes of robotic service provision (e.g. impact on social vulnerability or message retention when service is provided by a robot) that transcend the two focal actors provides implications on how to deploy and market robots accordingly</td>
<td>2, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how robot-provided risk messages affect information retention and behavioral intentions of consumers (Rainear et al., 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis if interactions with social robots can improve social life and decrease social vulnerability among elderly users (Khaksar et al., 2016)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role play context</td>
<td>Role enactment</td>
<td>Studies that focus on contextual and situational factors affecting role play in HRSI.</td>
<td>Understanding of contextual/situational factors influencing HRSI outcomes that need to be considered when deploying and marketing robotic services</td>
<td>4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how different contextual factors (e.g. hotel segment) influence robot perceptions and HRSI outcomes (Chan and Tung, 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Analysis of how and to what extent consumers attribute service failures to robotic versus human service providers (Leo and Huh, 2020)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
investigates needs, concerns, performance expectations, and deployment preferences of consumers related to a robot in a service provider role. Studies, for example, include investigations of consumers’ needs, concerns, and expectations related to robots assuming a care role in an elderly care context (e.g. Caić et al., 2018; Tuisku et al., 2019) or a companion role in rural schools (Broadbent et al., 2018). Results inform researchers and practitioners on expectations humans hold for robotic actors and where they deem them suitable to take on a service role. Implications are provided on the software and hardware design of (future) social robots and when and where to deploy robotic services.

Consumer

We cluster all studies focusing on the human actor’s role play in HRSI into: (1) consumer individual factors and (2) consumer role behavior.

Consumer individual factors. This theme encompasses all studies that analyze individual consumer characteristics that affect their role behavior in HRSI, alongside their role expectations and evaluations of robot role enactment and interfaces. Examples include studies that investigate the impact of individual culture (Choi et al., 2021) or gender (Gallimore et al., 2019) on the perception and acceptance of social robots. This theme also includes investigations on the effects of individual factors that are less dispositional and can change over time such as attitudes towards robots (Stafford et al., 2014) or trust in robots (Park, 2020b) on HRSI outcomes. Studies under this theme inform researchers and practitioners on when, where, and how to deploy robots as well as how to market and personalize robotic services in accordance with consumer individual preferences.

Consumer role behavior. Under this theme, we cluster all studies that explore consumer role behavior in response to an interaction with a service robot. Examples include the demeanor of older adults when encountering a robot (Wang et al., 2019), the behavioral reaction of children towards an educational robot (Oh and Kim, 2010) or consumer behavioral responses towards robots in hospitality contexts (Mingotto et al., 2021). Results of these studies inform researchers and practitioners on consumer behavior in interactions with robots. Based on this understanding, robots can be designed to understand human social behavioral cues – an aspect that is crucial for successful role play (Solomon et al., 1985).

Finally, we identify two themes that focus on the joint role play of robots and consumers in HRSI, rather than on a single role actor: (1) role performance outcomes and (2) role play context.

Role performance outcomes

This theme emphasizes the (global) outcomes of joint robot-consumer role plays. For example, Rainear et al. (2019) uncover that robots function as technological distractors during risk message retention in a peacekeeping context, since people ruminate on visual stimuli and the content delivery medium, rather than the content and behavior during message delivery. Moreover, Khaksar et al. (2016) reveal that deploying robots for elderly care services increases service innovation and reduces social vulnerability among older people. Results inform researchers and practitioners on outcomes of robotic services that transcend the two focal actors which provide implications on how to deploy and market them accordingly.

Role play context

We cluster all studies that focus on the contextual and situational factors affecting joint role play under the role play context theme. Rather than focusing on the interplay of robots and consumers, these studies attempt to establish the global effectiveness of social robots in different service environments and situations. These studies focus on the influence of different service environments on HRSI outcomes (e.g. consumer perceptions of robots in
Towards robotic role theory
A framework of robotic role theory

In response to our first research question, we synthesized the HRSI literature by developing a structure through a role theory lens distilling key information on studying and deploying social robots in service roles in a comprehensive overview for service researchers and practitioners. In line with our second research question, we next discuss the conceptual implications of our findings against the traditional assumptions of role theory in a human-human context (Solomon et al., 1985), and update this longstanding service encounter theory for the age of social robots in service by advancing robotic role theory.

To this end, we integrate the insights from the literature under each of the identified HRSI themes with existing knowledge of role theory (i.e. traditional role theory themes) and develop a framework of robotic role theory (see Figure 2). The framework is organized along the two focal actors in HRSI (i.e. robots and consumers), and depicts the elements of role theory that emanated from our analysis as well as the propositions they inform. Arrows indicate how individual framework elements inform each other.

Propositions for robotic role theory
To provide scholars with an updated role theory in the age of social robots, we advance detailed propositions for robotic role theory based on our comprehensive analysis and synthesis of empirical insights from HRSI literature (for a juxtaposition of the original propositions with our robotic role theory propositions please see Online Appendix 4). To move the field forward, we also identify related future research implications. We depict our propositions and future research avenues in Table 2 and discuss each proposition and how it feeds from the identified HRSI themes in detail below.

P1. HRSI can be characterized as role performances. The structure of the interaction is socially defined with associated meanings that guide and direct the behavior of the human interactant and the design of the role interface (i.e. appearance) and role enactment (i.e. role script) of the robotic interactant.

We advance the first proposition by contrasting the role enactment of consumers and robots. While consumers may interpret socially defined norms and their associated meaning in social interactions to define their behavior, a robot’s role performance depends upon its role interface (hardware) and role enactment (software) design. Findings in the HRSI literature that focus on consumer role behavior document that consumers perceive robot encounters as social interactions with associated meanings and related role interpretations. For instance, older adults engage in social interactions with domestic service robots similar to human assistants (Wang et al., 2019) and children form social relationships with robots in schools (Oh and Kim, 2010).

Moreover, we identify themes in the literature that investigate how consumers evaluate robot role enactment and interfaces. They inform practitioners on effective programming of robot role behavior and interface design that mirror the underlying associated meaning consumers connect with a role. For instance, robot companions designed to exhibit human-like, social behavior evoke greater likability and acceptance (e.g. Chu et al., 2019), and consumers associate more mind and personality to an anthropomorphized robot in a healthcare role (Broadbent et al., 2013). Possibly, human-like social robots fit the mental
schemas of caregiving better than machine-like robots, further feeding Proposition 1 (Lee et al., 2005).

Even though we note first attempts in the literature to understand associations (i.e. mental schemas) related to service robots (Broadbent et al., 2011), opportunities abound to further fuel our understanding of how mental schemas related to robotic service roles affect consumer role behavior and what the underlying mechanisms are (e.g. McLeay et al., 2020; Mende et al., 2019). Scholars might investigate what associations for which frontline roles evoke (un)favorable consumer role behavior and how this could be managed through robot design. For example, robot human-like appearance and behavior might feed into warmth associations which might be beneficial in care roles, however, unfavorable in instructional roles (e.g. security guard) where competence associations are crucial for consumers to follow robot orders.

P2. Role behavior/enactment is ritualized, learned, or programmed behavior.

P2a. The content of roles is relatively consistent across actors.

According to Solomon et al., (1985), this proposition implies a high degree of consensus on role content across service actors. As such, it should be possible to define the content of a service actor’s role and identify key behavioral elements to feed into role scripts. Since service robots are already programmed successfully to take on professional service roles in areas such as hospitality (e.g. Pan et al., 2015) or education (e.g. Michaelis and Mutlu, 2018), we conclude that this part of the second proposition holds for HRSI. Yet, we urge service researchers to conceptualize context independent key behavioral elements of robotic service provision. For
example, researchers could identify with what speed should different types of service robots approach consumers.

P2b. Facility in human role performance in HRSI is a function of experience, communication, and consumers’ role expectations. These role expectations affect role behavior and are a function of consumer individual characteristics, the robotic interface, the robot’s role enactment, perceived robot role suitability, and expectations of human service provision. Facility in robot role performance is a function of programming (role scripts), machine learning, appearance, and physical dexterity.

Based on research in the themes of robot role enactment, robot role interface, robot role suitability, and consumer individual factors, we revise the original proposition and add consumer expectations of a robot’s role as a third factor of facility in human role performance in HRSI. We specify that role expectations are a function of (1) consumer individual characteristics, and their perceptions of a robot’s (2) interface, (3) role enactment, and (4) role suitability, and (5) expectations derived from human service interactions. While individual factors (e.g. age, gender, robot affinity/aversion) still seem to have a stronger effect on consumers’ adoption intentions than robot appearance (Belanche et al., 2020; Gallimore et al., 2019; Fernández-Llamas et al., 2018; Tussyadiah et al., 2020), robot morphology can significantly affect consumer expectations. For example, it may increase consumers’ mind perceptions, positive personality attributions, and service participation (Broadbent et al., 2013; Mann et al., 2015). Furthermore, the role enactment of robots is inextricably linked to consumer expectations which are directly derived from human service interactions (Edwards et al., 2019). As such, if robots take on traditional service roles, they will likely be evaluated by expectations set for human employees, which in turn affects consumer role enactment. Robots meeting consumer expectations facilitates interaction outcomes. For instance, robots have been successfully placed in a promotional sales role (Shiomi et al., 2013).

We define robot role performance as a function of programming, machine learning, appearance, and physical dexterity. Hitherto, off-the-shelf robots are not capable of forming individual role expectations or adapting role enactment based on interaction history. Their service scripts are programmed in a static decision tree logic (e.g. Pepper; Softbank, 2021). However, advancements in machine learning will likely soon allow service robots to learn from past interactions and exhibit behavior that is more congruent with prevalent service scripts and related role expectations (e.g. Posh, 2019). For example, whether or not to program robots to respond empathically to service failures impacts perceived robot role performance (Cameron et al., 2021). Beyond software, also hardware components determine facility in robot role enactment. For instance, robot role performance is affected by appearance and physical dexterity which determine its ability to express desired human-like, non-verbal communication (e.g. gestures; Salem et al., 2013) and to perform tasks (e.g. carrying items; Di Nuovo et al., 2018).

Based on the literature forming this proposition, we recommend future research to investigate to what extent consumer role expectations are translated from a human to a robotic service encounter and if additional role expectations from robotic service providers (e.g. leveraging consumer data for instant, personalized, flawless service) are formed. Further, even though we find a large body of literature on robot role behaviors, such as verbal expression or non-verbal behavioral cues (van Pinxteren et al., 2020), there is little evidence of essential role behaviors that service robots should display across service contexts. Next to original empirical research, meta-analyses may inform such questions and derive minimal required service robot capabilities.

P2c. Service scripts, containing information about the role set, are learned by human consumers and programmed for robotic service providers.

As outlined above, role enactment and thus, service scripts of current off-the-shelf service robots are programmed in a decision tree logic. We revised Proposition 2c to reflect the
current state-of-the-art, adding the notion that service scripts are programmed and not learned for service robots. However, we also acknowledge current developments in robotics which might soon allow robots to learn from past interactions and form own service scripts. Future research may investigate the appropriateness of generalizable robot-specific service scripts to feed (programmed) service excellence in the future. Moreover, we recommend to study how such service scripts can be effectively developed collaboratively engaging robot designers, service practitioners, and consumers (van den Broek et al., 2020).

P3. Role similarity is a potential basis for classifying robotic services. This proposition remains unchanged in the HRSI context. Based on our content analysis, we identified that social robots just like human service employees adopt similar roles across service contexts, including information providers in hospitality and healthcare contexts (e.g. concierge; Shin and Jeong, 2020; medical assistant; Mann et al., 2015), and providers of emotional support in service contexts such as education (e.g. Broadbent et al., 2018) and healthcare (e.g. Beran et al., 2013). Thus, the different roles that service robots take on span across a diversity of contexts and serve as a basis for classification. Future research might identify similarities in service roles that robots take on which are unique for robotic compared to human service providers.

P4. Role behaviors are interdependent. The appropriateness of behaviors is determined by others (management, co-workers, consumers, programmers/robot designers) and the service context. Once a service actor has identified the counterpart’s role, role enactment will be adjusted accordingly as behaviors of actors are interdependent. The appropriateness of these role behaviors is determined by others (Solomon et al., 1985). We adapt this fourth proposition by further specifying “others” and add the service context as another relevant factor based on the identified theme in the HRSI literature of role play context. While Solomon et al. (1985) include management, co-workers, and consumers, we add programmers/robot designers as relevant stakeholders for determining the appropriateness of role enactment. Following from our second proposition, today’s robot role enactment depends upon its designer’s choices. Since robot behavior is preprogrammed, the robot designer defines potential service robot’s behavioral responses to consumer role behavior which harbors an interpretive element in terms of appropriate behavior. We also add the service context as a determining factor of the appropriateness of behavior in HRSI. For example, robotic service providers should be able to adapt their role enactment in the context of a service failure to ensure adequate behavior (e.g. Cameron et al., 2021). The context is also relevant for highly personal and safety-related services such as elderly care and security provision; domains in which consumers might challenge the use of robots entirely for reasons of ethics or privacy (Gallimore et al., 2019; Snarr et al., 2014; Suwa et al., 2020).

To move the field forward, we recommend investigating how biases and individual differences (e.g. age, gender, and race) of robotic programmers and designers together with biased or unrepresentative training data feeding into algorithmic bias impact service outcomes (Ukanwa and Rust, 2021). For example, Zabel and Otto (2021) have shown gender differences in programming affect user satisfaction with a chatbot. We recommend scholars to investigate if the individual characteristics of robot designers might affect robot programming and with it, role enactment and reactions to consumers. The perception of appropriateness might then differ based on both, individual characteristics of programmers and consumers. We also encourage future research to investigate potential underlying mechanisms that explain the varying perception of appropriateness in HRSI. Moreover, relevant questions remain around the role of the service context in affecting consumers’ perceptions of the appropriateness of a robot’s role enactment. For instance, service recovery scripts for robotic employees might differ from those of humans, and robots might be
perceived as less appropriate in luxury services. Future research might also study which ethical considerations service organizations should take when introducing robots in their service provision. Furthermore, we find that some highly inter-personal service domains where social robots might effectively take on service roles (e.g., legal services), have received relatively little research attention. Future research could benefit from focusing on domains that received less research attention to expand the broader comparative framework and derive implications on how the service context affects the perceived appropriateness of robot behavior which do not pertain to only a subsection of service contexts.

P5. Congruent role expectations/scripts of consumers and robots facilitate social interaction.

P5a. When consumers and robotic service providers read from a common script (high inter-role congruence), the encounter is more satisfying for the consumer.

According to Solomon et al. (1985), service encounter satisfaction is dependent on the congruence of expected and enacted behaviors of the interaction partner. Thus, both parties have a congruent understanding of each other’s role and read from a common script. We adapt this premise for the case of HRSI by specifying that reading from a common service script is only relevant for the human satisfaction as robots do not make affective evaluations. However, empirical evidence on the effects of common scripts between robots and consumers is scarce and presents an opportunity for future research.

P5b. When service employees and the organization share common role expectations for robotic service providers, employee role clarity and job satisfaction increase.

Social robots will likely augment human employees as team members in service provision (e.g., Huisman and Kort, 2019) and change employee roles (Mingotto et al., 2021). Based on studies under the themes of consumer role behavior and robot role suitability, we thus revise the original proposition by including the positive effect of shared common role expectations of human and robotic service employees. The former will have a clear understanding of a robot’s capabilities, what tasks it can take over, and what part of their own role needs to be emphasized when robots are introduced in practice. Role clarity in turn will positively affect human service employees (Lang et al., 2007).

According to our analysis, most studies adopt a consumer perspective, rather than considering employees’ perceptions of robots taking on service and team member roles. We recommend including the perspectives of employees and other stakeholders as robots are continuously embedded into service ecosystems (Subramony et al., 2018). Future research might investigate how robots should be introduced in service to maximize role clarity for employees (e.g., by introducing interaction rules or introductory workshops) and the consumer network (e.g., relatives of elderly in nursing homes). We also recommend to consider how robot aversion or employees’ fear of being replaced affect emergence of congruent role expectations of employees and the organization. One promising direction could be researching explainable AI (Rai, 2020) and how social robots might effectively explain their own use to ensure role clarity and thus service encounter success.

P6. Discrepant role expectations/scripts of consumers and robots decrease service efficiency and effectiveness.

As much as role congruence facilitates positive outcomes of joint role play of robots and consumers in a service context, role discrepancy decreases service efficacy. Analog to Proposition 5, Solomon et al.’s (1985) original sixth proposition relates to discrepant role expectations of both actors that lead to role discrepancy. However, as established in Proposition 2b, while consumers may form own role expectations which guide their role
enactment, current off-the-shelf service robots’ role enactment is affected by implicit role expectations of their human programmers/designers. We thus adapt the proposition for the case of HRSI and pose that discrepant role enactment of robots and consumers decreases service efficiency and effectiveness. We clarify these revisions by advancing the following two sub-propositions.

**P6a.** When robots enact their role based on role scripts that are at odds with consumer role expectations, the encounter becomes inefficient.

Our analysis shows that robot role enactment that is discrepant to consumer expectations decreases service efficiency. This becomes especially apparent in research that directly compares consumer evaluations of human and robot service. For instance, robot coaches are perceived as less competent and warm than human caregivers, which negatively affects consumers’ behavioral engagement intentions (Caic et al., 2020). Similarly, the interaction quality that guests perceive in hotel settings is higher when they interact with human rather than robot service providers (Choi et al., 2019). These effects might be rooted in violations of traditional consumer role expectations and robot role behavior that deviates from established service scripts.

**P6b.** When robots enact their role based on role scripts that are at odds with consumer role expectations, the encounter becomes ineffective and may result in service failure (i.e. a human frontline employee must take over).

Finally, particularly based on our review of consumer individual factors and robot role enactment and suitability, we posit that service robots that enact their role based on role expectations that are at odds with consumer role expectations, may cause undesired outcomes and ultimately service failure. For example, Mende et al. (2019) report perceptions of greater eeriness and identity threats in response to robots versus human staff, which can cause consumers to engage in status consumption or unhealthy choices. Furthermore, if robots and consumers do not read from a common role script, the encounter may fail as robots are unable to adapt their behavior, while consumers might not be able or willing to adapt their own behavior to trigger an appropriate reaction of the robot. In this case, a human service employee must take over as the encounter runs in a dead end. For instance, in a longitudinal field study in an education context highlights four explanations for why robotic tutor interactions break down: (1) the robot’s inability to evoke initial engagement and identify misunderstandings, (2) confusing scaffolding, (3) lack of consistency and fairness and (4) controller problems (Serholt, 2018). Thus, a mismatch of robot role design (i.e. role enactment) and consumer expectations may result in role play break down. Scholars still advise service managers to deploy service robots as complements to human employees, and to leave the choice of service provider (human vs. robot) up to consumers (e.g. Mende et al., 2019).

In our analysis of the extant HRSI literature, few studies explicitly address the emergence of service failure and its link to consumer role expectations (but see Belanche et al., 2020; Choi et al., 2020; Leo and Huh, 2020). We thus urge scholars to fill this void and explore how firms can manage consumer role expectations and train them for interactions with robots (e.g. simple and concise language; Pelikan and Broth, 2016) to avoid service failure. Moreover, future research could investigate how service firms and robot designers can collaborate to equip robots with role expectations that are aligned with the firm’s service culture and at ease with consumer expectations (i.e. reducing risk for service failure). Since current off-the-shelf service robots have limited capacities and their role performance might suffer from technological glitches, robot service failures will be inevitable in the near future. As research shows, consumers attribute the blame in this case to the firm (Leo and Huh, 2020). We recommend scholars to investigate how service firms can train employees to manage service recovery in case of HRSI failure to mitigate negative effects.
### Propositions for Robotic Role Theory and Future Research Avenues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions</th>
<th>Future Research Avenues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **P1.** Human–robot service interaction can be characterized as role performances.  
The structure of the interaction is socially defined with associated meanings that guide and direct the behavior of the human interactant and the design of the role interface (i.e. appearance) and role enactment (i.e. role script) of the robotic interactant. | - What associations (i.e. mental schemas) do consumers have of different types of social robots in different service roles?  
- What associations for which frontline roles evoke beneficial or unfavorable consumer role behaviors and how can this be managed through robot design?  
- What are the underlying psychological mechanisms that evoke consumer associations with robots in HRSI?  
- How do consumer role expectations translate from human to robotic service encounters?  
- Are there any additional expectations from service robots (e.g. instantly personalized service according to personal preferences based on consumer data or flawlessness)?  
- What general robot role behaviors (e.g. non-verbal social cues, voice and speech design) are essential for robot role performance and thus generalizable across service contexts?  
- What are appropriate service scripts for robots and how can they best be collaboratively developed? How can service excellence be “learned” by robots in the future? |
| **P2.** Role behavior/enactment is ritualized, learned, or programmed behavior.  
a. The content of roles is relatively consistent across actors.  
b. Facility in human role performance in HRSI is a function of experience, communication, and consumers’ role expectations. These role expectations affect role behavior and are a function of consumer individual characteristics, the robotic interface, the robot’s role enactment, perceived role suitability, and expectations of human service provision.  
Facility in robot role performance is a function of programming (role scripts), machine learning, appearance, and physical dexterity.  
c. Service scripts, containing information about the role set, are learned by human consumers and programmed for robotic service providers. | - What are distinct role similarities of service roles that robotic service providers take on?  
- How do biases and individual differences of programmers/robot designers and (management, co-workers, consumers, programmers/robot designers) and the service context. |
| **P3.** Role similarity is a potential basis for classifying robotic services. | - How should robots be introduced in service networks to ensure role clarity for employees and consumers alike (e.g. by interaction rules or workshops)? |
| **P4.** Role behaviors are interdependent. The appropriateness of behaviors is determined by others (management, co-workers, consumers, programmers/robot designers) and the service context. | - How do biases and individual differences of programmers/robot designers and unrepresentative training data of algorithms affect service outcomes? |
| **P5.** Congruent role expectations/scripts of consumers and robots facilitate social interaction.   
a. When consumers and robotic service providers read from a common script (high inter-role congruence), the encounter is more satisfying for the consumer.  
b. When service employees and the organization share common role expectations for robotic service providers, employee role clarity and job satisfaction increase. | - How does a service context with related ethical considerations affect appropriateness of a robot’s role enactment?  
- How should robots be introduced in service networks to ensure role clarity for employees and consumers alike (e.g. by interaction rules or workshops)?  
- How can robots support the formation of employee role clarity (e.g. by explaining their own use)?  
- How does robot aversion or fear of being replaced affect the emergence of congruent role expectations of employees and the organization? |
| **P6.** Discrepant role expectations/scripts of consumers and robots decrease service efficiency and effectiveness.  
a. When robots enact their role based on role scripts that are at odds with consumer role expectations, the encounter becomes inefficient.  
b. When robots enact their role based on role scripts that are at odds with consumer role expectations, the encounter becomes ineffective and may result in service failure (i.e. a human frontline employee must take over). | - How can service firms manage consumer role expectations and consequent behavior to avoid service failure in HRSI?  
- How can service firms and robot designers collaborate to equip robots with role enactment that is aligned with the service firms’ service culture?  
- How can service firms train employees to manage service recovery in case of service failure during HRSI to mitigate negative effects for the firm? |

**Note(s):** All propositions are advanced based on Solomon et al.’s (1985) original propositions; for a detailed juxtaposition, see Online Appendix 4. “Role enactment and thus service scripts of current off-the-shelf service robots are programmed in a decision tree logic. However, advancements in machine learning will likely soon allow service robots to learn from their own past interactions. While consumer role expectations determine their role enactment, robot role expectations and enactment are programmed by robot designers into role scripts.
Conclusion
This systematic review synthesizes insights from HRSI studies across disciplines through the lens of role theory. It provides service scholars with a comprehensive overview of the HRSI literature and lays the foundation for service encounter theory in the age of service robots by advancing robotic role theory. Our work also informs managers on how to integrate robots successfully into the service frontline. In so doing, we advance four important contributions.

First, we leverage a qualitative approach to integrate the disparate HRSI literature, identify themes related to role theory, propose a structure of the HRSI literature, and indicate managerial implications for each theme (see Table 1). This organizing framework can also serve to structure and design future HRSI research, and support managers in defining strategies for including social robots in the organizational frontline. A detailed outline of all articles and their corresponding role-theoretical elements is provided in Online Appendix 3. Our work may thus serve service managers and researchers as a reference book on empirical evidence on particular aspects of the joint role play of robots and consumers and its underlying theoretical basis.

Second, we develop a role theory account of HRSI (i.e. robotic role theory) by developing an overarching framework and adapting and extending standing role theoretical propositions from Solomon (cf. Solomon et al., 1985). This theoretical perspective unburdens scholars of treating each interplay of consumers and robots as singular events (Solomon et al., 1985). Moreover, robotic role theory considers the interplay of actors in HRSI while other commonly used theoretical bases such as the technology acceptance model (TAM; Davis, 1993) or the computers are social actors paradigm (CASA; Nass et al., 1994) mainly focus on one actor and are hence not ideally suited to explain crucial constructs in the service field, such as value co-creation (Caić et al., 2018). The resulting theoretical basis considers the idiosyncrasies of robotic service while respecting the interactive elements of service encounters between social actors. Robotic role theory thus might serve as a theoretical foundation for future empirical research on robots taking on service roles.

Third, our comprehensive analysis of the extant literature represents the first systematic, integrative review of empirical HRSI studies across scientific fields from a role theory perspective. Our study thus directly responds to previous calls for assessing the roles and impact of social robots in service provision as well as the theoretical underpinnings of HRSI studies (Lu et al., 2020; Schepers and van der Borgh, 2020). The scattered fields of HRSI benefit from our analysis by gaining an overview of theory bases beyond their own discipline which may serve as a catalyst for future empirical HRSI studies. Hitherto, the wealth of knowledge in different literature streams is often neglected as researchers mostly focus on journal outlets in their respective field (e.g. Subramony et al., 2021). Our integrative approach consolidates the richness of insights on HRSI and also provides a summary of topic-relevant high-quality journal outlets. The latter might serve as a starting point to broaden journal lists of departments conducting work on HRSI and spark transdisciplinary collaboration.

Fourth, despite a large body of HRSI-related literature, a plethora of important, critical questions remain unaddressed. Based on our propositions, we simplify and consolidate knowledge relevant for the service community in order to delineate promising research avenues for HRSI.
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